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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT
Conjugacy classes of matrices were studied by many authors in various settings, in
particular in the context of algebraic geometry. There are many deep geometrical res-
ults describing some properties of conjugacy classes. We are interested here in some
analogous of theorems due to Gerstenhaber – see for example [3]. These theorems
can be formulated using the notion of rank functions of matrices rA.m/ WD rk.Am/ as
introduced by Eisenbud and Saltman [1]. Gerstenhaber investigated closures of con-
jugacy classes. For nilpotent matrices he obtained the following well-known theorem
[3].
Theorem. Let A;B be nn nilpotent matrices with entries in an arbitrary algeb-
raically closed field of characteristic zero and let O.B/ denote the conjugacy class
of B under the standard action of the general linear group by conjugation, see ./.
Then
A 2O.B/ if and only if rA.m/ rB.m/ for all m 0:
In this note we extend this result to the Cartesian product set up, i.e. we obtain the
following result, see also Theorem 6.
Theorem. Let A1; :::;Ak;B1; :::;Bk be n n nilpotent matrices matrices with
entries inC. Then .A1; :::;Ak/ 2O.B1/ :::O.Bk/ if and only if rAi .m/ rBi .m/
for all m 0 and i 2 f1; :::;kg:
c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Keeping the notion from the above theorem and taking B DB1˚ :::˚Bk one can
be interested in solutions to the following inequality
./ rA1.m/C :::C rAk .m/ rB.m/:
Finding all solutions to ./ without additional assumptions on the matrices
A1; :::;Ak;B seems to be a quite complicated task. However if we replace the in-
equality by the equality in ./, then more can be said. In fact we can generalize the
equation
rA1.m/C :::C rAk .m/D rB.m/
to the following problem
f .rA1.m//C :::Cf .rAk .m//D g.rB.m//
with arbitrary functions f;g WN!N. This is called the rank function equation, see
Definition 4. A somewhat technical statement concerning solutions of certain rank
function equations is formulated in Theorem 3 and in Theorem 4, which are the other
main results of this note.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper we assume that F is an arbitrary field of characteristic
zero. We denote by N0 the set of all positive integers and by N the set of all non-
negative integers. For n 2N0 we define Mnn.F / to be the ring of all nn matrices
whose entries are elements of the field F . This ring has a natural structure of a n2-
dimensional F -vector space. We denote the zero matrix byOn. The set of all nonsin-
gular nn matrices over F will be denoted by GL.n;F /. Finally, let Nn be the set
of all nilpotent nnmatrices over F . The group GL.n;F / acts onMnn.F / andNn
by conjugation. The conjugacy class O.A/ of a matrix A 2Mnn.F / is defined by
./ O.A/D fU 1AU W U 2GL.n;F /g:
By O.A/ we denote the Zariski closure of the conjugacy class of a matrix A in
Mnn.F /.
We refer to [2] for matrix theory and to [6] for algebraic geometry.
Definition 1. The matrix
Nk D
0BBBBBBB@
0 1 0 ::: 0 0
0 0 1 ::: 0 0
0 0 0 ::: 0 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
0 0 0 ::: 0 1
0 0 0 ::: 0 0
1CCCCCCCA
2Mkk.F /
is called the Jordan nilpotent block of size k.
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Such matrices are building blocks of all nilpotent matrices as the following clas-
sical results shows.
Proposition 1. Let A 2 Mnn.F / be a nilpotent matrix. Then there exist U 2
GL.n;F /, ` 2N0, and a weakly decreasing sequence .k1; :::;k`/ of positive integers
such that U 1AU D Nk1˚ :::˚Nk` . Moreover, ` and .k1; :::;k`/ are uniquely de-
termined by the matrix A.
Definition 2. The matrix Nk1 ˚ :::˚Nk` is referred to as the Jordan canonical
form of A and the related sequence jp.A/D .k1; :::;k`/ is called the Jordan partition.
For a nilpotent matrix A with Jordan canonical form Nk1˚ :::˚Nk` , we denote
by QA the direct sum of all non-trivial nilpotent blocks, i.e. those with kj  2.
Now we recall some facts related to rank functions and rank function equations.
For more details we refer to [5] and [7].
Definition 3. The function rA WN!N defined by
rA.m/D rk.Am/
is called the rank function of a matrix A 2Mnn.F /.
Proposition 2. For a matrix A 2Mnn.F / its rank function satisfies the following
conditions:
(1) rA.0/D n,
(2) the function rA is weakly decreasing,
(3) A is nilpotent if and only if rA.n/D 0,
(4) if rA.m0/D rA.m0C1/ for some integerm0 2N, then rA.m0/D rA.m0C i/
for every i 2N,
(5) rU 1AU .m/D rA.m/ for every m 2N and every U 2GL.n;F /,
(6) if A D A1˚A2, where Ai 2 Mnini .F /, i D 1;2, and ˚ is the standard
direct sum of matrices, then rA.m/D rA1.m/C rA2.m/ for all m 2N.
Rank functions are characterized in the class of all non-negative integer-valued
sequences by the following result, see Theorem 2 in [7].
Theorem 1. A function r W N! N with r.0/ D n is the rank function of a mat-
rix A 2Mnn.F / if and only if it is weakly decreasing and satisfies the following
convexity condition
8m 2N W r.m/C r.mC2/ 2r.mC1/:
Now, we define the main object of our interest.
Definition 4. Let k;n2Nnf0;1g. For fixed functions f;g WN!N and a nonempty
set S N0, a rank function equation is the equation
f .rA1.m//C :::Cf .rAk .m//D g.rB.m// (2.1)
for all m 2 S . The indeterminates are matrices A1; :::;Ak;B 2Mnn.F /.
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For f D g D idN, equation (2.1) reduces to
rA1.m/C :::C rAk .m/D rB.m/: (2.2)
In this note we will consider only non-trivial solutions, which means sequences
.A1; :::;Ak;B/ consisting of nonzero matrices. In [5] we proved the following the-
orem.
Theorem 2. Consider a strictly increasing convex function f W Œ0;C1/  ! R.
Assume that f .N/N and f .0/D 0. For nilpotent matrices A1; :::;Ak 2Nn define
r.m/ WD f .rA1.m//C :::Cf .rAk .m//. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) there exists a matrix B 2Mnn.F / such that .A1; :::;Ak;B/ is a solution to
equation
r.m/D rB.m/ (2.3)
for all m 2 S D f1; :::;ng (hence for all m 2N0)
(2) 2r.1/  r.2/ n.
Moreover, if the above conditions are satisfied, then the matrix B is nilpotent and
unique up to conjugation.
3. RANK FUNCTION EQUATIONS FOR NON-NILPOTENT MATRICES
Recall that for a matrix A 2Mnn.F / the number rA.n/ 2N is called the stable
rank. We will need the following fact, Proposition 4 in [7].
Proposition 3. For nilpotent matrices A;B 2Nn.F / the following conditions are
equivalent:
 B D U 1AU for a certain U 2GL.n;F /,
 rA.m/D rB.m/, m 2N.
The following result characterizes explicitely non-trivial solutions of equation (2.2).
Theorem 3. Let us consider equation (2.2) with S D f1; :::;ng. Assume that
.A1; :::;Ak;B/ is a solution to (2.2), where Aj ;B 2Mnn.F /, rAj .n/ D qj 2 N0
for j D 1; :::;k and n  q WD q1C :::C qk . Then B is similar to C ˚D, where
D 2GL.q;F / and C 2Nn q.F / is a nilpotent matrix such that its nonzero nilpotent
blocks in the Jordan canonical form are conjugate to the direct sum of all nonzero
nilpotent blocks contained in the Jordan canonical forms of A1; :::;Ak .
Proof. By [7, Theorem 1] without loss of generality we may assume that Aj D
Bj ˚Sj , where Bj 2 Nn qj .F / are nilpotent matrices and Sj 2 GL.qj ;F / for all
j 2 f1; :::;kg. Let QBj be the direct sum of all nonzero nilpotent blocks that appear
in the Jordan canonical form of the matrix Bj . Then there exist Uj 2GL.n;F / such
that U 1j AjUj D QBj ˚Sj ˚On qj dj with dj 2N, which depends on the matrices
Bj . Since .A1; :::;Ak;B/ is a solution to the equation (2.2), then for allm 2 f1; :::;ng
we have
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rB.m/D
kX
jD1
rAj .m/D
kX
jD1
rU 1
j
AjUj
.m/D
kX
jD1
r QBj˚Sj˚On qj dj .m/D
D
kX
jD1
r QBj .m/Cq:
Obviously rB.n/ D q, thus B is similar to C ˚D with C 2 Nn q.F / and D 2
GL.q;F /. Then there exists a matrix V 2 GL.n;F / such that V  1BV D QC ˚D˚
On q dC , where dC depends on the matrix C . Since for D 2 GL.q;F / we have
rD.m/D q for all m 2N, then
kX
jD1
r QBj .m/Cq D r QB1˚:::˚ QBk .m/Cq D rB.m/D rV  1BV .m/D
D r QC˚D˚On q dC .m/D r QC .m/Cq:
Now we can focus on the conditions: 8m 2N0 W r QB1˚:::˚ QBk .m/D r QC .m/;
r QB1˚:::˚ QBk .n/D r QC .n/D 0:
Thus r QB1˚:::˚ QBk .0/D r QC .0/D dC and by Proposition 3 we obtain QB1˚ :::˚ QBk D
W  1 QCW for a certain W 2GL.dC ;F /, what ends the proof. 
Remark 1. Notice that solutions in the above case are not unique (the invertible
matrix D can be chosen arbitrarily).
The next result generalizes Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 4. Consider the rank function equation (2.3) with S D f1; :::;ng. Let
f W Œ0;1/  ! R be a strictly increasing convex function such that f .N/  N and
f .0/D 0. Let A1; :::;Ak 2Mnn.F / with rAj .n/D qj 2N0 for j 2 f1; :::;kg. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) there exists a matrix B 2 Mnn such that .A1; :::;Ak;B/ is a solution to
(2.3),
(2) 2r.1/  r.2/ n, where r.m/ WD f .rA1.m//C :::Cf .rAk .m// for m 2N.
Proof. By [7, Theorem 1] Aj ’s are similar to NAj ˚Dj , where Dj 2 GL.qj ;F /
and NAj 2Nn qj .F / are nilpotent matrices for all j 2 f1; :::;kg. Obviously
r.n/D f .r NA1˚D1.n//C :::Cf .r NAk˚Dk .n//D f .r NA1.n/C rD1.n//C :::C
f .r NAk .n/C rDk .n//D f .rD1.n//C :::Cf .rDk .n//D f .q1/C :::Cf .gk/:
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In the virtue of Theorem 1, condition .i/ holds true iff the function rB W N  ! N
defined by
rB.m/D
8<:
n for mD 0,
r.m/ for m 2 f1; :::;ng,Pk
jD1f .qj / for m> n
is weakly decreasing and such that rB.m/C rB.mC2/ 2rB.mC1/ for all m 2N.
By [5, Lemma 3.2] we see that rB is a rank function and thus (i) is satisfied iff n 
rB.1/ and nC rB.2/  2rB.1/. By the monotonicity of rB , the last two inequalities
hold iff n  rB.1/ rB.1/  rB.2/, and this is the condition (ii). 
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF GERSTENHABER THEOREM
For nilpotent matrices A;B 2Nn.F / the dominance  is defined in the following
way
A B ” rk.Am/ rk.Bm/ for allm 2N:
It can be shown that  is a partial order.
From now on we fix a function f W Œ0;1/ ! R, which is convex, strictly increas-
ing, f .0/ D 0 and maps all non-negative integers to non-negative integers. Let us
define the following set
Sol = f .A1; :::;Ak;B/ 2Nn :::Nn„ ƒ‚ …
kC1
: .A1; :::;Ak;B/ form a solution to
the equation (2.3) with fixed f and S D f1; :::;ng g.
For .A1; :::;Ak/ 2 A, where A  Nn :::Nn„ ƒ‚ …
k
is an arbitrary subset, we define
the rank matrix
Rk.A1; :::;Ak/D
0BBB@
rA1.0/ rA1.1/ :: rA1.n 1/ rA1.n/
rA2.0/ rA2.1/ :: rA2.n 1/ rA2.n/
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
rAk .0/ rAk .1/ :: rAk .n 1/ rAk .n/
1CCCA :
Let us denote by Rank.A/Mk.nC1/.F / the set, which consists of all matrices
of the above form. Note that the set Rank.A/ is always finite.
For matrices Rk.A1; :::;Ak/D Œaij  and Rk.A01; :::;A0k/D Œa0ij , which belong to
the set Rank.A/ we define the relation:
Rk.A1; :::;Ak/ Rk.A01; :::;A0k/ ” for all i 2 f1; :::;kg we have aij  a0ij for
any j 2 f1; :::;nC1g.
It is easy to see that the relation  is a partial order, which is compatible with the
dominance in the sense that for a fixed i 2 f1; :::;kg we have
aij  a0ij for all j 2 f1; :::;nC1g iff Ai  A0i :
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Example 1. Let us consider the rank function equation (2.2) with k D 2.
Let A1;A01;A2;A02;B;B 0 2N10.F / be nilpotent matrices, such that
jp.A1/ D .2;2;1;1;1;1;1;1/;
jp.A2/ D .3;2;1;1;1;1;1/;
jp.A01/ D .4;1;1;1;1;1;1/;
jp.A02/ D .4;2;1;1;1;1/;
jp.B/ D .3;2;2;2;1/;
jp.B 0/ D .4;4;2/:
Then .A1;A2;B/ and .A01;A02;B 0/ form solutions to the equation (2.2) with S Df1; :::;10g. The rank matrices are the following:
Rk.A1;A2;B/D
0@ 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1A ;
Rk.A01;A02;B 0/D
0@ 10 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 7 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1A :
Of course, Rk.A1;A2;B/ Rk.A01;A02;B 0/.
It is quite easy to see that the set Rank.Sol/ may not be totally ordered. Indeed,
Example 2. Consider the rank function equation (2.2) with k D 2. Let A1;A01;A2;
A02;B;B 0 2N8.F / be nilpotent matrices, with
jp.A1/ D .2;1;1;1;1;1;1/;
jp.A2/ D .3;1;1;1;1;1/;
jp.A01/ D .2;2;1;1;1;1/;
jp.A02/ D .2;2;1;1;1;1/;
jp.B/ D .3;2;1;1;1/;
jp.B 0/ D .2;2;2;2/:
The triplets .A1;A2;B/ and .A01;A02;B 0/ form solutions to equation (2.2) with S Df1; :::;8g, and the rank matrices are the following:
Rk.A1;A2;B/D
0@ 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 08 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1A ;
Rk.A01;A02;B 0/D
0@ 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 08 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1A :
We see that Rk.A1;A2;B/ and Rk.A01;A02;B 0/ are not comparable.
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We denote by Rki the i -th row of a matrix Rk 2 Rank.Sol/. To a fixed matrix
Rk 2 Rank.Sol/ we associate a sequence of matrices
.M.Rk1/; :::;M.RkkC1//, such that M.Rki / 2 Nn is in the Jordan canonical form,
which is defined by the vector Rki in the obvious manner.
From now on we will work over the field of complex numbers C.
We recall a well-known theorem due to Gerstenhaber [3].
Theorem 5 (Gerstenhaber). Let A;B 2Nn. Then A 2O.B/ if and only if AB .
Lemma 1. Let n 2 N0 and let A;B  Cn be constructible sets. The following
equality holds
AB D AB:
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the well-known fact that the Zariski
and the Euclidean closure of a constructible set coincide. 
The following result generalizes Gerstenhaber’s theorem.
Theorem 6. Let A1; :::;Ak;B1; :::;Bk 2Nn. Then
(1) .A1; :::;Ak/ 2O.B1/ :::O.Bk/ iff Rk.A1; :::;Ak/  Rk.B1; :::;Bk/
(2) O.A1/ :::O.Ak/DO.B1/ :::O.Bk/ iff
Rk.A1; :::;Ak/D Rk.B1; :::;Bk/.
Proof. Ad(1). Using Theorem 5 we have Rk.A1; :::;Ak/  Rk.B1; :::;Bk/ if and
only if .A1; :::;Ak/ 2 O.B1/ :::O.Bk/. Since Rk.A1; :::;Ak/  Rk.B1; :::;Bk/,
thus by Lemma 1
.A1; :::;Ak/ 2O.B1/ :::O.Bk/;
and the proof of the implication ”(” in (i) is completed.
Suppose that .A1; :::;Ak/ 2O.B1/ :::O.Bk/. By Lemma 1 we have the equal-
ity
O.B1/ :::O.Bk/DO.B1/ :::O.Bk/;
which implies that Aj 2 O.Bj / for all j 2 f1; :::;kg, and thus rAj .m/  rBj .m/ for
all m 2N.
Ad(2). Implication ”)” is obvious, the other implication is a simple consequence of
Proposition 3. 
Since for constructible sets A;B  F n, where F is an arbitrary field, the equality
AB DAB does not hold in general, the proof of Theorem 6 breaks. Nevertheless
it would be interesting to know if the result of Theorem 6 remains true.
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5. GEOMETRY OF THE SET OF SOLUTIONS
Recall that a setU isGL.n;C/-invariant ifU SA2UO.A/. Thus we see (com-
pare [5]) that the set Sol is GL.n;C/-invariant in the following sense:
Sol D
[
.A1;:::;Ak ;B/2Sol
O.A1/ :::O.Ak/O.B/:
Next, wee see that the set Sol is a cone, i.e. Sol¤¿ and
Sol  CSol WD f.A1; :::;Ak;B/ W  2C; .A1; :::;Ak;B/ 2 Solg:
Recall also (see for example [9]) that for a matrix A 2Nn the dimension of O.A/
can be computed by the following formula
dim.O.A//D n2 
1X
jD0
.rA.j /  rA.j C1//2:
We denote by Solid the set of all nilpotent solutions to the rank function equation
(2.2) with S D f1; :::;ng.
Example 3. It is easy to see that the set Solid with nD 2k is irreducible and has
the form
Solid DO.N2˚O2k 2/ :::O.N2˚O2k 2/„ ƒ‚ …
k
O.N2˚ :::˚N2„ ƒ‚ …
k
/:
The dimension of this set is equal dim Solid D 6k2 2k (we omit some dull compu-
tations).
Example 4. Let us consider the set Solid with nD 2kC 1. It is quite easy to see
that this set is reducible and has the form
Solid D
k[
iD1
O.N2˚O2k 1/ :::O.N3˚O2k 2/Œi :::
:::O.N2˚O2k 1/O.N3˚N2˚ :::˚N2„ ƒ‚ …
k 1
/;
where Œi  denotes the i -th position, counted from the left-hand side, on which the
conjugacy class O.N3˚O2k 2/ appears. We see that all irreducible components
have the same dimension, and dimSolid D 6k2C8k 2.
One of the most important consequences of Theorem 5 is that ifUMnn.F / is a
GL.n;F /-invariant set of nilpotent matrices over an algebraic closed field of charac-
teristic zero, then there is a bijective correspondence between irreducible components
of U and maximal elements of the set R.U/ WD frA W A 2Ug in the sense of order
. The same can be shown in our case.
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We will follow [8]. We denote by Z.Sol/ the set of all maximal elements of the
set Rank.Sol/ in the sense of order  and by I.Sol/ the familly of all irreducible
components of Sol.
It is well known that conjugacy classes of matrices are irreducible constructible
sets, and thus the cartesian products of them are irreducible. By Theorem 6 and
the fact that for each matrix Rk 2 Rank.Sol/ there exists an Rk0 2 Z.Sol/ such that
Rk Rk0 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 7. The maps
Z.Sol/ 3 Rk 7!O.M.Rk1// :::O.M.RkkC1// 2 I.Sol/;
I.Sol/ 3W 7!maxRank.W / 2Z.Sol/
are well defined mutually inverse bijections.
Corollary 1. For the set SolNn :::Nn„ ƒ‚ …
kC1
the following conditions are equival-
ent:
 Sol is an irreducible set,
 there is a greatest element in Rank.Sol/ with respect to .
6. THE LINEAR CAPACITY
At the end of the note we would like to formulate some remarks about the linear
capacity of solution sets, which will be denoted by .Sol/.
Definition 5. Let E Mnn.F /, where F is an algebraically closed field of char-
acteristic zero. The linear capacity .E/ 2N[f 1g is defined by the formula
.E/DmaxfdimL W L is a linear subspace ofMnn.F /; L Eg:
Proposition 4. Let E1;E2 Mnn.F /, with F as above, be such that E1;E2 are
irreducible algebraic cones. Then
(1) .E1/D.E1/.
(2) .E1E2/D.E1/C.E2/
Theorem 8 (Gerstenhaber, Chavey - Brualdi). Let F be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic zero. If B 2Nn is a nilpotent matrix, then
.O.B//D 1
2
dim.O.B//:
Example 5. We compute the linear capacity of
Solid Mnn.C/ :::Mnn.C/„ ƒ‚ …
k+1
with nD 2k, namely
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.Solid/D.Solid/D.O.A1/ :::O.Ak/O.B//D.O.A1//C :::C
.O.Ak//C.O.B//D .dimO.A1/C :::CdimO.Ak/CdimO.B//=2D 3k2 k:
All these facts and reducibility of the set Sol lead to the following modification of
the above definition of the linear capacity
.Sol/DmaxfdimL W L is a linear subspace Mnn.C/ :::Mnn.C/„ ƒ‚ …
k+1
;
LO.Ai1/ :::O.Aik/O.B i /; i 2 I g;
where I  N0 is such that #I is equal to the number of irreducible components of
Sol. Of course, if Sol is irreducible, then by Corollary 1 the above maximum of
dimension can be attained. Moreover, it is quite easy to find the following useful
inclusion.
Proposition 5. For the set Sol there exist matrices C1; :::;Ck;D 2Nn such that
SolD
[
.A1;:::;Ak ;B/2Sol
O.A1/ :::O.Ak/O.B/
O.C1/ :::O.Ck/O.D/¨NkC1n :
Proof. If the set Sol is irreducible, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that the set
Sol is reducible. It is enough to prove that for a set Rank.Sol/ we can find an element
Rk0 2 Rank.Nn/ such that Rk  Rk0 for every Rk 2 Rank.Sol/. We construct the
matrix Rk0 2 Rank.Nn/ using the below procedure:
(1) For a fixed n 2 N0 - this number depends on the set Sol - by Theorem 5
we can construct the diagram of all posible Jordan partitions ordered by the
domination  (the precise construction can be found in [4, Example 2.12].
(2) We consider the set of all nilpotent matrices from the first coordinate of the
set Sol and we denote it by Cr1. For all matrices in Cr1 we find their Jordan
partitions. Notice that the set of all such Jordan partitions is finite.
(3) Using the diagram from step 1we find a matrixC1 2Nn, which dominates all
matrices from the set Cr1 - of course such a matrix always exists. Moreover,
the matrix C1 can be chosen in such a way that its Jordan partition is different
from .n/ (see [5, Proposition 4.2 ]).
(4) We continue this procedure for another coordinates. In the consequence we
find matrices C1; :::;Ck;D 2Nn, such that
Rk Rk.C1; :::;Ck;D/ WD Rk0; 8Rk 2 Rank.Sol/:
Thus Theorem 6 gives us the desired inclusion.
The strict containment O.C1/ :::O.Ck/O.D/ ¨ NkC1n is the consequence
of step (iii) in the above procedure. 
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Using the above proposition we find a quite obvious relation
.Sol/ 1
2

dim.O.C1//C :::Cdim.O.Ck//Cdim.O.D//

:
7. FURTHER PROBLEMS
In two consecutive notes we examined some rank function equations in the case
of singular matrices. However our all attention was focused on the case with f
satisfying some natural properties and g as the identity function and thus we are
curious what can happen if g.m/¤m. These lead us to the following problem.
Problem 1. Describe all possible nilpotent solutions (i.e. a solution consisting of
nilpotent matrices) to the equation (2.1) with a fixed function f satisfying the same
properties as in the hypothesis of Theorem 2, and a fixed function g.m/ ¤ m and
S D f1; :::;ng.
The easiest example of such an equation is
ŒrA.m/
2C ŒrB.m/2 D ŒrC .m/2 (7.1)
withA;B;C 2Nn. This equation is somehow connected with the famous Pythagorean
equation and, what is not so surprising, we can construct some nilpotent solutions to
(7.1) using Pythagorean triples – see Example 2.7 & 2.8 in [5]. It is natural to formu-
late the following question.
Problem 2. Are there other solutions to the equation (7.1) than mentioned above?
Of course, the same questions can be formulated for singular non-nilpotent matrices.
In Section 4, we investigated a certain generalization of Theorem 5 in the spe-
cial case F D C. Since the method of proving this theorem breaks in the case of
other fields, it is really interesting whether this theorem is still valid for an arbitrarily
chosen algebraically closed field F .
If g.m/ ¤ m, then some of methods presented in these notes break and thus we
need new tools and ideas, even for the equation (7.1), because there is no natural rank
function, which allows to mimic our argumentations.
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